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Dansk Resume
Der foreslås et generaliseret flux-Richardson tal,Rif3, og et dertil hørende generaliseret Richardson
tal, Ri3, som tager hensyn til kompressibilitet og horisontal inhomogenitet i atmosfærens middeltil-
stand.Rif3 ogRi3 bliver identisk med de velkendte Richardson talRif ogRi i det planetare grænse-
lag, hvis dette er stationært, horisontal homogent og med ennegligibel middel vertikal vindhastighed.
De generaliserede Richardson tal viser at divergens og konvergens, alt andet lige, hhv. reducerer
og øger sandsynligheden for generering af turbulens. Sheardeformation og produktion af turbu-
lent kinetisk energi via horisontale gradienter af middel vertikal vindhastigheden bridrager til at øge
sandsynligheden for generering af turbulens ved at gøreRif3 < Rif og tilsvarendeRi3 < Ri. Det
påvises også, alt andet lige, at stræknings-deformation kan bidrage til at øge eller mindske sandsyn-
ligheden for generering af turbulens, afhængig af både fortegnet paa stræknings-deformationen og
anisotropien i den horisontale turbulens. I tilfælde af horisontal isotrop turbulens påvirker stræknings-
deformation ikke sandsynligheden for generering af turbulens. Divergens og stræknings-deformation
(sidstnæte i tilfælde af anisotrop horisontal turbulens) bidrager til asymmetri i sandsynligheden for
generering af turbulens i de bølgende jetstrømme i den øvre troposfære. Nedstrøms for trug og rygge
er der hhv. divergens og konvergens, hvilket bidrager til hhv. mindre og større sandsynlighed for
generering af turbulens. I jet streaks bidrager divergens ihøjre indgangsområde og venstre udgang-
sområde til mindre sandsynlighed for turbulens end i venstre indgangsområde og højre udgangsom-
råde, hvor der er konvergens. Ligeledes er der i jet streaks,alt andet lige, større sandsynlighed for
turbulens generering i deres indgangsområde end i deres udgangsområde, hvis den horisontale tur-
bulente kinetiske energi er større på tværs end på langs af jetaksen. Det omvendte gælder, hvis den
horisontale turbulente kinetiske energi er størst på langsaf jetaksen. Horisontale gradienter i mid-
del potentiel temperatur bidrager tilRif3 > Rif og Ri3 > Ri og gør derfor sandsynligheden for
generering af turbulens mindre. Det vises atRif3 kvalitativt kan forklare de relativt gode resultater,
som et meget benyttet "clear air" turbulens indeks giver.
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Abstract
A generalised flux Richardson number,Rif3, and a corresponding generalised gradient Richardson
number,Ri3, are proposed. They take into account horizontal inhomogeneity and compressibility of
the mean state. In the steady state, horizontal homogeneousplanetary boundary layer with negligible
vertical mean windRif3 andRi3 become identical with the well-knownRif andRi. The generalised
Richardson numbers show that anything else equal, divergence reduces and convergence enhances the
probability of turbulence generation. Shear deformation and production of turbulent kinetic energy
by the horizontal gradient of the mean vertical velocity contribute to an increase in the probability of
turbulence generation by makingRif3 < Rif and consequentlyRi3 < Ri. It is further shown that
stretching deformation can contribute to an increase or a decrease in the probability of generation of
turbulence, depending on both the sign of the stretching deformation and the anisotropy of the hori-
zontal turbulence. In case of horizontal isotropic turbulence the probability of turbulence generation
becomes independent of stretching deformation. Divergence and stretching deformation (the latter in
case of anisotropic horizontal turbulence) contribute to an asymmetri in the probability of generation
of turbulence in meandering jet streams in the upper troposphere. At jet stream level downstream of
troughs there is divergence, contributing to lower probability of turbulence generation, while down-
stream of ridges there is convergence, contributing to higher probability of turbulence generation. In
jet streaks, anything else equal, the probability of turbulence generation is higher in the entrance than
in the exit region if the horizontal TKE (turbulent kinetic energy) is larger in the cross-stream than
the along-stream direction. The opposite holds if the horizontal TKE is largest in the along-stream
direction. It is found that the generalised flux Richardson number qualitatively is able to explain the
relative success of a widely used CAT (Clear Air Turbulence)index.

1 Introduction

Three-dimensional (3d) turbulence has been encountered/observed in jet streams both in clear and
cloudy air, and in environments with a relative large Richardson number,Ri, typically above the criti-
cal value (Ricr ≈ 0.25). Characteristic features of upper-tropospheric jet streams are briefly described
in Section 2, and Section 3 gives a summary of some mechanismsable to trigger generation of tur-
bulent kinetic energy (TKE). Investigation of cases with clear air turbulence (CAT) has not revealed
a strong relationship between CAT andRi, the latter usually obtained from numerical Weather pre-
diction (NWP) model analyses (e.g. Dotton and Panofsky, 1970; Kaplan et al.,2005).Ri is related to
Rif , the flux Richardson number. The latter is defined as the ratioof the production of turbulent po-
tential energy (TPE) to the production of TKE in an incompressible, horizontal homogeneous steady
state.

The budget equations for TKE, TPE and TTE (the total turbulent energy) are presented in Section 4.
The assumptions above are found to describe turbulence in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) rea-
sonably good. It is more questionable how valid these assumptions are in upper-tropospheric jet
streams. Here the horizontal gradient of the mean horizontal velocity in certain regions of the jet
stream can be of the same order of magnitude as the corresponding vertical gradient. An assumption
of horizontal homogeneity does not appear realistic in suchregions. This is the motivation for propos-
ing a generalisation ofRif , taking into account mean state compressibility and horizontal gradients
of mean potential temperature and the full 3d gradient of the3d mean velocity.

The generalised flux Richardson number,Rif3, is presented and discussed in Section 5.Rif3 contains
both horizontal and vertical turbulent fluxes of momentum and heat. It is found that anisotropy in
horizontal turbulence contributes to an asymmetric distribution of probability of turbulence generation
in jet streaks. Investigation of severe CAT episodes pointsto a preference for severe CAT in the
entrance region of the jet streak (e.g. Roach, 1970; Reed andHardy, 1972 and Kaplan et al., 2005). In
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Section 5 it is found that due to stretching deformation (D1) the probability of turbulence, everything
else equal, is higher in the entrance region of a jet streak than in its exit region if the horizontal TKE is
larger in the cross-stream direction than in the along-stream direction. It is also found that horizontal
divergence contributes to higher probability of turbulence generation in the left entrance and right exit
region of a jet streak and also to higher probability of turbulence generation downstream of a ridge
than downstream of a trough.

It is assumed that the functional relation betweenRif andRi proposed by Zilitinkevich et al., 2007,
for the horizontal homogeneous, steady state neutral and stable PBL and the inverse relation (Ri as
function ofRif ) also hold in upper-tropospheric jet streams. If it is further assumed that the turbulence
is horizontally isotropicD1 disappears as a parameter in the generalised flux Richardsonnumber.

Section 6 describes how the generalised Richardson number,Ri3, which for example can be used in
place ofRi in a clear air turbulence index, is calculated fromRif3. The calculation is done in three
steps. In the first stepRif is calculated from the traditionalRi. In the second step the proposed
parameterisation of horizontal turbulent fluxes is used to calculateRif3, and in the third stepRi3 is
calculated fromRif3, using the inverse relation, givingRi3 as a function ofRif3. It is likely thatRif3
can be used directly as the basis for a clear and cloudy air turbulence (CCAT) index and thus avoiding
the third step above.

A summary and outlook for future work are given in Section 7.

2 Jet streams

Jet streams are three-dimensional elongated regions of theatmosphere with strong nearly horizontal
winds in the core of the jet, surrounded by flow with large vertical and horizontal shear. The horizontal
distance across the jet is usually more than 100 times largerthan the corresponding vertical distance,
and the typical vertical wind shear is usually two orders of magnitude larger than the horizontal
shear. A jet stream does not have circular symmetry. The shear is usually largest on the cyclonic
shear side of the jet and concentrated in a narrow ’parabolic’ shaped frontal zone to the left of the
jet core (seen in the flow direction) as well as above and belowthe jet core. On the anticyclonic
shear side of the jet both vertical and horizontal wind shearare usually weaker than on the cyclonic
shear side. The thermal stratification (static stability) tends to be largest on the cyclonic shear side
within the frontal zones and smaller on the anticyclonic shear side. The shear zones are regions with a
potential for triggering three-dimensional turbulence. Figure (1) shows a typical example of a vertical
cross-section approximately perpendicular to the jet stream, showing potential temperature and the
horizontal wind speed normal to the plane.

3 Shear instability

3.1 Horizontal and vertical shear instability

The method used to investigate if a given basic state of the atmosphere may become unstable to
small perturbations is called linear stability analysis. Such analyses have shown that a necessary
but insufficient condition for instability in a basic state without thermal stratification is presence of
local extremes of the basic state relative vorticity (e.g. Markowski and Richardson, 2010) defined by
~ζ = ζx ·~i + ζy · ~j + ζz ·

~k, whereζx = ∂w
∂y

− ∂v
∂z

andζy = ∂u
∂z

− ∂w
∂x

are the horizontal components

andζz =
∂v
∂x

− ∂u
∂y

the vertical component of the basic state relative vorticity vector. Note here that we
consider only so small spatial scales of the basic state thatthe planetary vorticity,f , can be treated as
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Figure 1: Vertical cross section approximately normal to the jet stream, showing potential tempera-
ture in coloured 10 K intervals and horizontal wind speed normal to the plane in 5 m/s intervals.

a constant, which means that we are not discussing barotropic instability.

3.2 Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

If the basic state is stably stratified the vertical shear instability is replaced by Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH)
instability, stating that a necessary, but insufficient condition for instability is thatRi < 0.25, where

Ri = N2/S2

z with N2 = β ∂θ
∂z

, β = g

θ
andS2

z =
(

∂~V h

∂z

)2

. ~V h is the basic state horizontal wind

velocity,θ the basic state potential temperature andg is gravity.

4 Turbulent energy budgets

Total turbulent energy is the sum of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and turbulent potential energy
(TPE). The budget equation for TKE, with the assumption of incompressibility of the fluctuating part
of the flow (∇ · ~V ′ = 0), is

DEK

Dt
+∇ · ~φ′ = −τij

∂ui

∂xj
+ βFθz − ǫK , (1)

whereEK = 1

2
(u′2+v′2+w′2) is the turbulent kinetic energy,~φ′ = 1

ρ0
p′ ~V ′+ 1

2
e ~V ′, e = u′2+v′2+v′2,

Fθz = w′θ′ andǫK the dissipation of TKE. The first term on the right side of (1) is the shear production
term for TKE, written in tensor notation (for eachi = 1, 2, 3 with j running from 1 to 3). The budget
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for TPE is

DEP

Dt
+∇ · ~φ′

P = −

(

β

N

)2(

Fθx
∂θ

∂x
+ Fθy

∂θ

∂y

)

− βFθz − ǫP , (2)

whereEP =
(

β
N

)2

Eθ, Eθ = 1

2
θ′2, ~φ′

P =
(

β
N

)2 ~φ′

θ, ~φ
′

θ = 1

2
θ′2 ~V ′ andǫP =

(

β
N

)2

ǫθ, whereǫθ is the
dissipation of potential temperature fluctuations. In (2)Fθx = u′θ′ andFθy = v′θ′ are the horizontal
turbulent heat fluxes. In the derivation of (2) it is assumed that N changes slowly compared to
turbulent variations (Zilitinkevich et al., 2007).

The budget equation for total turbulent energy (TTE) is obtained by adding (1) and (2), giving

DE

DT
+∇ · ~φT = −τij

∂ui

∂xj

−

(

β

N

)2(

Fθx
∂θ

∂x
+ Fθy

∂θ

∂y

)

− ǫT , (3)

where∇· ~φT = ∇· ~φK +∇· ~φP andǫT = ǫK + ǫP . The termβFθz, which is the buoyancy production
term in the TKE equation, does not appear in (3) since it appears in (1) and (2) with opposite signs.
According to (3) the only production terms for TTE are the shear production of TKE and production
of TPE due to horizontal turbulent heat fluxes, the latter given by

Hf = −

(

β

N

)2(

Fθx
∂θ

∂x
+ Fθy

∂θ

∂y

)

. (4)

For our purpose it is convenient to write the shear production in the form

S3 = Su + Sv + Sw (5)

with

Su = −u′u′ ∂u
∂x

− u′v′ ∂u
∂y

− u′w′ ∂u
∂z

, Sv = −v′u′ ∂v
∂x

− v′v′ ∂v
∂y

− v′w′ ∂v
∂z

and

Sw = −w′u′ ∂w
∂x

− w′v′ ∂w
∂y

− w′w′ ∂w
∂z

.

S3 can be written as

S3 = Π−
1

2
δ
(

u′u′ + v′v′
)

− w′w′
∂w

∂z
−

1

2
D1

(

u′u′ − v′v′
)

−D2u′v′ − w′u′
∂w

∂x
− w′v′

∂w

∂y
. (6)

HereΠ = −u′w′ ∂u
∂z

−v′w′ ∂v
∂z

is the turbulent production of TKE due to vertical shear of the horizontal
wind in the basic flow,δ = ∂u

∂x
+ ∂v

∂y
is the horizontal divergence andD1 =

∂u
∂x

− ∂v
∂y

andD2 =
∂v
∂x

+ ∂u
∂y

are the stretching and shearing deformation, respectively.

5 A generalised flux Richardson number

In a horizontal homogeneous stably stratified basic (mean) state of the planetary boundary layer (PBL)
Hf = 0 andS = Π. In this PBL the only production term for TPE is−βFθz and in the TKE
equation the only production term isS = Π. A flux Richardson number,Rif , is defined as the ratio
of the production of TPE to the production of TKE, i.e.Rif = −βFθz

Π
. We define a generalised flux
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Richardson number,Rif3, which is also applicable in atmospheric jet streams with basic (mean) states
that can be horisontal inhomogeneous and compressible.Rif3 is based on (2) and (6) and becomes

Rif3 = Rif
1 +Rtpe

1 +Rtke
(7)

with

Rtpe =

(

β

N

)2 Fθx
∂θ
∂x

+ Fθy
∂θ
∂y

βFθz
(8)

and

Rtke = Rdiv +Rdef +Rwsh (9)

In (9)

Rdiv = −

1

2
δ
(

u′2 + v′2
)

+ w′2 ∂w
∂z

Π
, (10)

Rdef = Rdef1 +Rdef2 (11)

and

Rwsh = −
w′u′ ∂w

∂x
+ w′v′ ∂w

∂y

Π
(12)

In (11)

Rdef1 = −
1

2

D1(u′2 − v′2)

Π
(13)

and

Rdef2 = −
D2u′v′

Π
. (14)

Due to on average down-gradient turbulent transports of heat, Rtpe is non-negative and therefore
only can contribute toRif3 ≥ Rif . In the same way (due to on average down-gradient turbulent
transports of momentum)Rdef2 in (11) andRwsh in (12) are non-negative and therefore contribute
toRif3 ≤ Rif .

However,Rdiv in (10) can be positive or negative, depending on the signs ofδ and ∂w
∂z

. The same

holds forRdef1 in case of anisotropic horizontal turbulence (u′2 6= v′2).

5.1 Asymmetric probability of turbulence generation due to divergence

According to (10) horizontal divergence (δ > 0) and vertical divergence (∂w
∂z

> 0) both contribute
to Rif3 ≥ Rif , whereas horizontal convergence (δ < 0) and vertical convergence (∂w

∂z
< 0) con-

tribute toRif3 ≤ Rif . The probability of turbulence generation, anything else equal, is therefore
largest/smallest in regions with horizontal and vertical convergence/divergence. In upper-tropospheric
jet streams areas with horizontal convergence are typically found between ridge and downstream
trough (e.g. Palmén and Newton, 1969) and in the left entrance and right exit regions of jet streaks
(Uccellini and Kocin, 1987). An example of an idealised linear jet streak is shown in Figure 2. In the
upper troposphere the numerical value of horizontal divergence tends to be at a maximum close to the
tropopause. Since the atmosphere is only weakly compressible
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Figure 2: Idealised picture of a linear jet streak. Top figure is a horizontal plane view, showing isotacs
(black contours) and geopotential height (dark-red contours). Black arrows show the ageostrophic
wind, and the jet streak induced ageostrophic circulationsin vertical planes perpendicular to the
jet axis are shown in the bottom figure in the entrance and exitregion of the jet streak. (From
www4.ncsu.edu, a variant of a figure in Kocin and Uccellini, 1990).

(implying opposite signs ofδ and ∂w
∂z

in regions with large|δ|) the two terms in (10) have opposite
signs, and it may not universally hold thatδ andRdiv have opposite signs. This is investigated more
closely by rewriting (10) in the form

Rdiv =
δEK (−1 + 3Az))− 2Az · EK∇ · ~V

Π
. (15)

HereAz =
EKz

EK
andEKz =

1

2
w′2. If the mean state is incompressible (∇ · ~V = 0) and the turbulence

is isotropic (Az = 1/3) it follows from (15) thatRdiv = 0. If the turbulence is isotropic and the

atmosphere is compressible,Rdiv has opposite sign of∇ · ~V , and if the atmosphere is incompressible
and the turbulence is anisotropic withAz < 1/3, Rdiv has opposite sign ofδ. The actual atmosphere
is nearly incompressible (δ and ∂w

∂z
are of nearly the same magnitude, but with opposite signs) and

its turbulence is anisotropic. Zilitinkevich et al., 2007 estimatedAz ≈ 0.25 in the neutral PBL with
a decrease with increasingRi asymptotically toAz ≈ 0.075 at very largeRi. Similar anisotropy is
expected in upper-tropospheric jet streams. For these reasonsRdiv andδ are expected to have opposite
signs in regions with relatively large|δ|, with enhanced and reduced probability of turbulence in
regions with large convergence and divergence, respectively. In summary for jet streaks it is found that
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anisotropic turbulence due to divergence contributes to anasymmetric distribution of the probability
of turbulence generation. Anisotropy withAz < 1

3
enhances the probability of turbulence in the left

entrance and right exit region and diminishes this probability in the right entrance and left exit region.

5.2 Asymmetric probability of turbulence generation due to horizontal deformation

In case of anisotropic horizontal turbulence, it is noted thatRdef1 contributes to an asymmetric dis-
tribution of the probability of turbulence generation in jet streaks. This can for example be seen by
rewritingRdef1 as

Rdef1 = −
D1(γ − 1)(1− Az)

(γ + 1)Π
. (16)

Hereγ = Ax

Ay
, Ax = EKx

EK
, Ay =

EKy

EK
, EKx = 1

2
u′2 andEKy =

1

2
v′2. If γ < 1(Ax < Ay, EKx < EKy)

it follows from (16) thatRdef1 > 0 if D1 > 0 andRdef1 < 0 if D1 < 0. In the entrance/exit
region of a zonal jet streak (along-stream direction from west to east)D1 > 0/D1 < 0. Therefore,
everything else equal,Rif3 is smaller in the entrance than in the exit region and consequently, the
probability of turbulence generation is highest in the entrance region, while the opposite is the case if
γ > 1(EKx > EKy), i.e. if the horizontal along-stream TKE is larger than the cross-stream TKE.

In a coordinate system with the x-axis rotated an angleα from direction west to east to the downstream
direction of the horizontal flow in the jet streamRdef1 can be written

Rdef1 = −
D1r(u′

r
2 − v′r

2)

2Π
, (17)

where subscriptr refers to the rotated system. In the latter systemD1r = D1 cos 2α+2·D2 sinα cosα

andD2r = D2 cos 2α−2·D1 sinα cosα, implying that the resultant deformationD = (D1
2 +D2

2)
1/2

is invariant to a rotation of the coordinate system. In case of horizontal anisotrophy (γ 6= 1), Rdef1

can be written

Rdef1 =
(D1 cos 2α + 2D2 sinα cosα) · v′r

2(1− γ)

2Π
(18)

(18) behaves qualitatively in agreement with the theoretical expectation. For illustration a meridional
jet streak with north as the down-stream direction is considered. In this caseα = π

2
, giving D1r =

−D1 andRdef1 = −D1

Π

1

2
v′2(1− γ). In the entrance and exit regionD1 < 0 andD1 > 0, respectively,

implying Rdef1 > 0 in the entrance region andRdef1 < 0 in the exit region. Accordingly, the
probability of turbulence generation due to stretching deformation is highest in the entrance region.
This result is valid for horizontal anisotropic turbulencewith largest TKE in the cross-stream direction
of the jet streak (γ < 1). The opposite result is obtained if TKE is largest in the along-stream direction
(γ > 1).

6 Calculation of a generalised Richardson number

The NWP model calculatesRi (valid for a horizontal homogeneous mean state). NextRif is calcu-
lated from

Rif =
1.25Ri(1 + 36Ri)1.7

(1 + 19Ri)2.7
, (19)

a function ofRi proposed by Zilitenkevich et al., 2007.Rif3 is then calculated from (7) (in practice
a parameterised version of this equation). In the next step it is assumed that the relation betweenRif3
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Figure 3: Relative error in Ri obtained by first calculatingRif from (19) and then usingRif to
recalculate Ri from (20)

andRi3 is the same as forRif andRi. A reverse relationship betweenRi andRif can be written
approximately

Ri ≈ 0.8Rif
1− 3.61Rif

1−
(

Rif
Rif∞

)1−2.56∗Rif
− 0.08 ·Rif − Ri2f , (20)

and with the assumption given above we also have

Ri3 ≈ 0.8Rif3
1− 3.61Rif3

1−
(

Rif3
Rif3∞

)1−2.56·Rif3
− 0.08 · Rif3 − Ri2f3, (21)

with Rif3∞ = Rif∞ = 1.2536
1.7

192.7
≈ 0.2. HereRif∞ is the asymptotic value ofRif for Ri → ∞. As

the last stepRi is replaced byRi3. The latter is calculated from (21). Finally,Rif3 is not allowed to
become larger thanRif∞ by using the constraintRif3 = min (Rif3, Rif∞). According to Figure (3)
the relative error ofRi in percent calculated by the procedure above varies from about -1.6% to about
2.5% in theRi-range from 0.02 to 10 and does not exceed 2.8% out toRi = 120 (figure not shown).
The calculation ofRif from Ri followed by calculation ofRif3 from (7) and finally calculation of
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Ri3 from (21) is considered accurate enough for practical use, for example in a clear and cloudy air
(CCAT)-index. In a follow-up report it will be investigatedif a CCAT index can be based solely on
Rif3 and thus avoiding the third step in the above calculations.

7 Summary and outlook

In the present report we propose a generalised flux Richardson number,Rif3, that takes into account
horizontal inhomogeneity that can become significant in certain regions of the atmosphere, not least
in upper-tropospheric meandering jet streams.Rif3 introduces an asymmetry in the probability of
generation of turbulence in meandering jet streams. First of all the asymmetry is due to divergence,
contributing to higher probability of turbulence generation downstream of ridges than downstream of
troughs and in jet streaks to higher probability of turbulence generation in their left entrance and right
exit regions than in their right entrance and left exit regions (Figure (2)).

If the turbulence is horizontally anisotropic in jet streaks an asymmetry is also created by horizontal
stretching deformation. In case of largest horizontal TKE in the cross-jet streak direction the hor-
izontal stretching deformation will contribute to higher probability of turbulence generation in the
entrance than in the exit of a jet streak. The opposite will bethe case if the along-stream TKE is
largest.

To the authors knowledge it is unknown to what extend - if at all - the turbulence in upper-tropospheric
jet streams is horizontally anisotropic. A discussion of the impact of anisotropy is given here, but due
to the uncertainties about horizontal anisotropy the stretching deformation term will not be taken
into account in a follow-up report, investigating ifRif3 or Ri3 can be used successfully in a clear
and cloudy air (CCAT) index. Since the numerical weather prediction model applied in the latter
investigation does not calculate horizontal turbulent transport terms it is necessary to parameterise
these terms. How this is done will be described in the follow-up report.

Finally, we briefly discuss the qualitative behaviour ofRif3 and a widely used clear air turbulence

(CAT) index. The latter index, defined byIcat = |
~Vh

∂z
|(D − δ), is derived from the frontogenetic

intensity function (Petterssen, 1956). InIcat, D = (D2

1
+D2

2
)
1/2 is the resultant deformation. Larger

values ofIcat means larger probability of turbulence generation. It can be seen that the probability of
turbulence generation in bothIcat andRif3 increases with larger vertical wind shear, larger resultant
deformation and larger convergence. However, unlikeRif3, Icat does not contain separate information
aboutD1 andD2, and also lacks any information about static stability of the air. The former implies
that Icat is unable to take into account effects of possible anisotropic horizontal turbulence in jet
streaks, which introduces an asymmetry in the probability of generation of turbulence in the entrance
(frontogenetic) and exit (frontolysis) region of the jet streak. The latter means thatIcat remains
unchanged regardless of the static stability of the air, although the expectation is that the probability
of turbulence generation decreases with increasing staticstability. Despite these differences between
Icat andRif3, the latter seems theoretically to explain the reported relative success ofIcat.
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